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The demand for high-performance graphics capability even in extremely
power-constrained platforms such as smartphones and tablets requires circuit
techniques that scale from efficient operation at low voltage to high performance
when needed. It is well known that energy efficiency improves as supply voltage
is scaled down, reaching a maximum near the device threshold voltage where
switching energy savings from voltage reduction is balanced by increased
leakage energy from frequency loss. Achieving this voltage reduction, however,
requires techniques that address intrinsic VMIN limitations in arrays (SRAM,
register file arrays, ROMs), voltage droop guardband reduction in logic, as well
as techniques for reducing leakage energy, which can dominate at low voltage.
It is important that these techniques, while providing energy-efficient operation
at low voltage, do not impact the high-performance mode, which is also critical
for graphics workloads.
In this paper, we present a low-power graphics processing core that achieves a
40% improvement in peak energy efficiency using dual-VCC arrays, adaptive
clocking for voltage droop mitigation, and state retention capability with an
integrated retention clamping circuit for low-power sleep mode. The 22nm
testchip (Fig. 5.7.1) includes a graphics execution core [1] connected to an
SRAM array and test controller used for storage and delivery of at-speed test
vectors. Correct execution of the tests is validated through a multiple-input
signature register (MISR), which accumulates key signals in the core and
generates a 32b signature at test completion.
To mitigate the impact of high-frequency voltage droops, an adaptive clocking
technique is implemented to proactively gate or divide the core clock when a
droop is detected. This clocking technique (Fig. 5.7.1) consists of an adaptive
clock distribution (ACD) block [2], a tunable replica circuit (TRC) at the root of
the clock distribution for timing margin detection, and a clock gate/divider to
locally gate or divide the clock frequency by two when a droop is detected by the
TRC. The ACD extends the clock-data delay compensation effect [3] that naturally occurs during a droop by inserting additional, programmable delay in the
clock distribution. The clock-data compensation effect, in which the critical-path
slowdown is compensated by clock-period stretching that occurs during the
onset of the droop, allows core paths to continue to operate correctly for several
cycles while the adaptive clock circuits detect the droop and initiate the clock
response. In this work we enhanced the clock response by implementing the
clock division mode, which – compared to gating the clock – reduces throughput
loss when a droop occurs and also reduces transients on the VCC grid when the
clock is ungated. The adaptive clock control maintains the clock response for a
programmable time period before returning to full-frequency mode.
Embedded inside the execution core are a 32KB graphics register file (GRF) and
a 6KB ROM array used for extended math operations. These arrays typically limit
the minimum operating voltage (VMIN) and hence the energy efficiency. As an
alternative to sizing up the bitcells in the GRF and ROM to reduce impact of
variations on intrinsic VMIN, the dual-VCC approach [4] instead selectively supplies
key VMIN-limiting nodes in the arrays with a higher voltage (VBOOST), available as
a second supply in the core and routed as a sparse grid for minimal impact on
the power and signal routing (Fig. 5.7.2). The power overhead of this selective
boosting technique is minimal because the second VBOOST supply does not power
the entire array. In read mode, the GRF RWL is boosted to compensate for the
impact of Vt variations in the stacked NMOS read port and/or the PMOS keeper
on the local Read BL. In write mode, the WWL is boosted to mitigate contention
between the bitcell NMOS pass and PMOS pull-up devices. The ROM is also
implemented using the dual-VCC approach, where both the selected RWL and
column mux input are boosted using embedded dynamic, level-shifting drivers.
Active leakage can be mitigated through the use of fast power gating; however
this requires local storage for key state nodes to eliminate long latencies for
saving and restoring context to always-on storage. For retention of GRF contents
during sleep mode, a VCC mux – implemented per local GRF column – allows all
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GRF bitcells to be connected to VBOOST which acts as an always-on supply (Fig.
5.7.2). The bitcells are also disconnected from the WBLs. For storage of critical
state distributed in the execution core, state-retention sequentials (Fig. 5.7.3)
isolate the slave storage node during sleep and connect to an always-on “VRET”
grid. Power during sleep is further reduced through an all-digital, fullysynthesized active retention clamp design (Fig. 5.7.3) which gradually
transitions the voltage of the GRF bitcells and state-retention sequentials to a
pre-set retention voltage that guarantees correct retention for the worst-case
state element on the die. A hysteretic control maintains the VRET between two
reference inputs VrefLow/High, and implements a low-power voltage-to-time
converter using a ring oscillator, which is time-multiplexed to reduce leakage
power and eliminate variation-induced offset. The clamp is designed to support
an extremely wide range of output current on the retention grid, covering more
than three orders of magnitude to guarantee operation across process skew,
voltage, and temperature.
The 3.38mm2 testchip (Fig. 5.7.7) is fabricated in a 22nm, tri-gate SoC
technology [5] and is validated with test sequences ported from pre-silicon
validation. The ability to save context locally in retention flops and in the GRF
allows fast power gating for active leakage reduction, showing 8× power
reduction compared to clock gating only (Fig. 5.7.4). Further reduction of sleep
power is obtained by enabling the retention clamp, improving sleep power
savings to 10×, including the overhead power for the clamp operation. Operation
of the retention clamp across multiple skewed parts and temperatures
demonstrates leakage savings from 4× to 20× while guaranteeing correct
flip-flop retention.
Dual-VCC capability allows the graphics core to operate across a wide voltage
range (Fig. 5.7.5) by optimizing VBOOST such that arrays do not limit VMIN of the
core logic. Here a slight word-line under-drive is used for the baseline case to
model the higher VMIN that would be observed with a larger sample size and
down-sized bitcell. VMIN improves up to 270mV when boost is employed allowing
the core voltage to scale below 0.4V for a test dominated by the GRF. For a test
that uses the ROM and GRF, the VMIN is reduced up to 350mV. Failure rate data
indicate that small amounts of boost can provide significant VMIN reduction as the
tail of the bitcell distribution is compensated with the higher boost voltage.
Adaptive clocking effectively compensates the frequency loss due to fast voltage
droops as long as the ACD length is sufficient to provide clock-data
compensation for the required response time. While both clock-gating and
frequency-division modes achieve this goal, frequency-division demonstrates
the best performance and is able to recover 90% of the frequency loss incurred
by a 10% voltage droop (Fig. 5.7.6). By nearly eliminating this droop guardband,
adaptive clocking improves power at high voltage by 12.4%. Dual-VCC arrays
extend the efficient operating range down to 0.38V, where 54% power savings
are achieved at 100MHz. The combination of dual-VCC and adaptive clocking
improves energy efficiency up to 2.7× at low voltage, with peak energy efficiency
gain of 40% GFLOPS/W.
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Figure 5.7.1: Block diagram of the low-voltage graphics execution core, and
details of the adaptive clock distribution and tunable replica circuit.

Figure 5.7.2: Dual-Vcc arrays design overview, dual-Vcc GRF with retention
mode, and dual-Vcc ROM.

Figure 5.7.3: Overview of the retention clamp design, timing sequence for the
clamp controller, and retention flip-flop circuit.

Figure 5.7.4: Measured standby power savings with retention FFs, GRF and
retention clamp. Measured clamp settling time and overhead.

Figure 5.7.5: Impact of selective dual-Vcc boost of GRF and ROM on VMin.
Read failure rate, obtained with BIST at 600MHz.

Figure 5.7.6: Measured power and energy efficiency for baseline design, and
dual-Vcc design with adaptive clocking. FMAX recovery for different adaptive
clock distribution lengths.
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Figure 5.7.7: Testchip die micrograph and design details.
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